CHIA LAGUNA, SARDINIA, WINS ITALY’S LEADING FAMILY
RESORT AT THE WORLD TRAVEL AWARDS 2019

June 2019…// Italian Hospitality Collection is delighted to announce that Chia Laguna,
Sardinia, has been voted Italy’s Leading Family Resort at the prestigious World Travel
Awards 2019 for the second consecutive year.
The coveted accolade is testament to the world-class family facilities on offer at Chia
Laguna, which is comprised of four hotels – Hotel Laguna, Hotel Baia, Spazio Oasi
and Hotel Village – set on the unspoilt turquoise water of Chia Bay on the south coast
of Sardinia, voted Italy’s best beach for two consecutive years.
With nine restaurants on offer through the resort’s ‘Dine Around’ programme, nightly
entertainment, eight bars, five pools, an expansive spa and a Kids Club catering to
babies, children and teenagers up to the age of 17, Chia Laguna is the ideal place for
families to soak up the generous Italian hospitality in an idyllic and charming setting.
New for 2019, the resort has unveiled a series of children’s activities themed around
‘discovering the world’. Designed to educate little ones on the diversity of ancient and
modern cultures around the globe, the activities will include themed arts and crafts
classes, sports games, sand sculpture competitions, treasure hunts and more.
Chia Laguna will also be collaborating with renowned illusionist and magician Paolo
Carta to bring families a variety of exciting and incredible shows during the summer
school holidays.

This summer will see the return of Chia Laguna’s popular Campioni Premier League
football and dance academies. As parents relax in one of the most beautiful settings in
the Mediterranean, restless children can have their pick of Campioni’s unforgettable
football coaching experience with some of their heroes, or learn dance routines to their
favourite pop tunes at the dance academy with choreographer to the stars, ‘AJ’ Aimee
Azari.
Nightly rates at Chia Laguna start from €166 (£147*) per person based on two adults sharing
a Classic Room at Hotel Village on a half-board basis. Children under 12 stay free. Rates also
include wi-fi, access to fitness facilities and beach service. For further information please email
info@chialagunaresort.com or call +39 070 932393431.
*Price in pound sterling accurate according to today’s exchange rate.
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For further press information please contact one of the team at Grifco PR on 020 7751
8010 or email Marielle Ruiz mruiz@grifcopr.com or Laura Mee lmee@grifcopr.com.
About Italian Hospitality Collection
Italian Hospitality Collection is a world-class hotel, resort and spa brand that provides
rich, authentic experiences for avid travellers who seek to feel loved, cherished and
indulged in a genuine Italian lifestyle. Created in December 2014, Italian Hospitality
Collection aims to be ambassador of the Italian culture, art and nature, with its
collection of exclusive hotels in landscapes of excellence: Le Massif in Courmayeur,
Chia Laguna in Sardinia, with its unique crystal-clear waters and Fonteverde, Bagni
di Pisa and Grotta Giusti in Tuscany, the country of thermal spas, history and unique
wine routes.
Website: www.italianhospitalitycollection.com

